The aim of this work is to present a fast and viable approach for taking into account turbulence in topology optimization of complex fluid flow systems, without resorting to any simplifying assumptions in the derivation of discrete adjoints. Topology optimization is an iterative gradient-based design process which minimizes an objective and satisfies a set of selected design constraints by distributing material in a design domain. The gradients are obtained using adjoint sensitivity analysis which requires solutions of a forward state problem and an additional adjoint problem. In the presented article the forward solver is based on finite volume discretized Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations coupled with either one-or two-equation turbulence closure models, and the adjoint solver is obtained via automatic differentiation. The presented approach is demonstrated on the optimization of several 2D and 3D examples including a detailed comparison to designs and sensitivities obtained with different turbulence models and under a frozen turbulence assumption. The results demonstrate the importance of exact sensitivity analysis and open new possibilities for the design of large scale multiphysics problems involving turbulent flows.
* The paper presents a fast and viable approach for taking into account turbulence in topology optimization of complex flow systems. * Demonstrates inclusion of turbulence closure models with minimal implementation effort.
* Demonstrates a scalable and computationally cheap procedure for gradient analysis.
* Demonstrates that designs obtained without any simplifying assumptions in the derivation of discrete adjoints outperform those optimized under a frozen turbulence assumption.
Introduction
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is an extremely important tool in the design of complex flow systems. Compared to experiments it offers a relatively inexpensive method for obtaining valuable information through virtual flow simulations in a computer environment. However, even for relatively simple fluid systems, due to the inherently complex nonlinear behavior, prior knowledge of potential design improvements is not often available. In such cases the pursuit of better (optimal) designs can easily be prohibited by the inefficiency of trial-and-error approaches. To this end, topology optimization [1] can provide valuable solutions by distributing a volume of material in a selected design domain through optimization of a chosen criterion, without defining any initial shape or topology prior to the optimization process.
Topology optimization is an iterative gradient-based design process. A material distribution is found by solving an optimization problem, while satisfying a set of design constraints and governing equations that define the problem physics. Ideally, the material distribution is represented by a density which takes values of either one and zero, representing the two materials considered in the problem, i.e. if a point in the design domain is occupied with fluid the density is equal to one, and if it is occupied with solid the 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 Dilgen et al.
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This paper is organized as follows: First, the governing equations, along with the inclusion of Brinkman penalization, are described in section 2. Topology optimization is introduced in section 3, together with the associated adjoint sensitivity analysis. Automatic differentiation is then briefly presented in section 4, and the implementation and the verification of discrete adjoint solvers for (two equation) k-ω and (one equation) Spalart-Allmaras turbulence models are discussed in section 5. Comparison with results based on a frozen turbulence assumption is likewise included. Finally, the developed techniques and methodology are demonstrated in the optimization of several 2D and 3D turbulent fluid flow problems in section 6 . Additional details on the employed finite volume discretization, the implementation and the validation of the implemented finite volume solver are presented in Appendix A-Appendix C.
Governing equations
The considered problems are governed by the steady-state incompressible Reynolds-averaged NavierStokes (RANS) equations given as
(1)
where u is the mean velocity vector, p is the pressure, ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, ρ is the fluid density, and λ (formally having units of inverse time) is the so-called Brinkman penalization parameter. The dimensionless function χ(γ) takes values ranging from zero to one, with these limits representing pure solid and fluid, respectively; The exact form of the interpolation function is discussed in section 3. The Brinkman penalization term effectively models spatially varying porosity, and is utilized for representing the solid/fluid distribution in the optimization process. The penalization term with χ(γ) = 1, and sufficiently large enough λ, approximates a no-slip boundary condition at the fluid-solid interface. In the above, the mean strain rate tensor S is defined as
The additional effects of turbulence are modeled through the Reynolds stress tensor T t , which accounts for additional normal and shear stresses on the fluid caused by turbulent eddies present in the flow. The Reynolds stress tensor is defined by invoking the so-called Boussinesq approximation as
where ν t is the turbulent eddy viscosity, δ ij is the Kronecker delta, and
is the turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass, with the prime superscript indicating fluctuating velocities. To achieve closure, an additional set of equations defining the eddy viscosity ν t is required. To this end, the present work considers two different closure models, namely, the (1) two-equation k-ω model [34] and (2) the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model [35] , which are described in the following sub-sections. Implementation details are presented in Appendix A and Appendix B, and a validation of the solver is demonstrated in Appendix C.
k-ω model
The k-ω model calculates turbulent eddy viscosity ν t as v t = k ω ,ω = max ω, C lim 2S:S β * , C lim = 7 8
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where : denotes the scalar product between two tensors (i.e. a:b = a ij b ij ). The turbulent kinetic energy (per unit mass) k and the specific dissipation rate ω are obtained by solving two additional (steady state) transport equations ∇·(u k) = T t :∇u − β * ωk + ∇· ν + σ * k ω ∇k − λχ(γ)k
∇·(u ω) = αω k
where β = β 0 f β , f β = 1+85χω 1+100χω , χ ω =
Ωij Ω jk S ki (β * ω) 3 , Ω = 1 2 ∇u − ∇u T , σ d = H (∇k·∇ω) σ d0 and H (·) is the Heaviside step function which returns a unity if the argument is positive and zero otherwise. It should be noted that χ ω is zero for two-dimensional flows. The closure constants are α = 0.52, β 0 = 0.0708, β * = 0.09, σ = 0.5, σ * = 0.6 and σ d0 = 0.125. The turbulent kinetic energy k has a well defined boundary at walls given as
The specific dissipation rate ω, on the other hand, has a singular behavior near a wall. For smooth walls (as uniformly considered herein), the approximate (non-homogeneous Dirichlet type) boundary condition proposed by [36] will be utilized, corresponding to
where y 1 represents the distance from the wall to the cell center nearest the wall. Assuming a uniform mesh in the optimization domain, the distance y 1 is defined as half the cell height.
In the solidified regions, the penalization of wall boundary conditions for k and ω (Eqs. 9 and 10, respectively) is enforced through the Brinkman penalization term present in the last terms on the right hand sides of Eqs. 7 and 8, respectively.
Spalart-Allmaras model
The second turbulence model utilized here corresponds to the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras model [35] . In the past it has been utilized mainly for aerodynamic simulations, however, later modifications [37] have significantly broadened its range of applicability, and the model has gained popularity due to its simplicity and good numerical characteristics. In this model the eddy viscosity ν t is obtained as follows:
with the viscosity parameterν obtained via solution of the following transport equation
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Since the turbulent kinetic energy k is not directly accessible in this model, the Reynolds stress tensor is calculated from T t = 2ν t S. From comparison with the full Boussinesq approximation (Equation 4) it is noted that this neglects turbulent normal stresses. The eddy viscosity parameterν in the Spalart-Allmaras model has a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition defined at walls as
The additional penalization term, the last term on the right hand side of the Equation 12, approximates the wall boundary condition forν (Equation 14) in the solidified regions.
As it can be seen from the model closure coefficients, the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model needs the distance to the closest wall d. This is obtained by adopting a Poisson-like approach [38, 39] . For the distance calculation, the Poisson equation has a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition on walls. In the presence of porous material, the equation is penalized the same way as in the Equation 12 to be able to calculate the distance field d.
Topology optimization
A generic topology optimization problem, as utilized in the present work, can be defined as
where C (·) is an objective function and γ γ γ represents the material (fluid/solid) distribution in the selected design domain (γ γ γ is a vector which is a discrete representation of the density γ), subject to an additional set of inequality constraints g i . U is the vector of state variables, and R is the vector of governing equations written in residual form. As stated earlier, the values of γ γ γ take value zero for cells filled with impermeable solid material and one for fluid. The intermediate values can be interpreted as porous material with different porosities. The goal of the optimization is to find the porosity distribution which minimizes the objective and fulfills the set of constraints.
The interpolation between solid and fluid is realized with the help of a function χ(γ) [2] , which is defined as
where the parameter q controls the curvature of the above interpolation function. The interpolation functions for three different values of q are presented in Figure 1 . Here it is seen that with q = 10 a near linear interpolation is realized. Lowering q increases the curvature of the interpolation function, resulting in a sharper transition between fluid and solid regions. In the presented results, all state fields, with the exception of ω, are penalized with q = 0.1. After a number of numerical experiments, it has been found that a sharper transition is needed in the ω equation for robust convergence in the presence of intermediate density/porosity regions. Thus, q = 10 −4 is used in the penalization of ω. The values of γ are obtained from regularized Heaviside projection [40] , controlled by a sharpness parameter β and a threshold η = 0.5. The projection is applied on a PDE filtered density field [41] . A detailed discussion of this procedure, together with other alternatives, can be found in [42] . Gradients of the objective and constraints with respect to the original design field γ are subsequently obtained by applying the chain rule, which accounts for every field transformation . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 The penalization parameter λ, in all state equations, must be sufficiently high to effectively result in impermeable solid regions. If λ is relatively small, flow will diffuse through the porous media with finite velocity. On the other hand, large λ may result in slow convergence of the optimization process, convergence to poorly performing locally optimal solutions, and slow convergence of the forward state solver. To this end, the choice of λ is made based on the dimensionless Darcy number defined as:
which represents the ratio of viscous forces to Darcy damping forces, where U and L are, respectively, characteristic velocity and length scales defining a given flow problem (to be clarified in what follows). Utilizing the (dimensionless) Da enables selection of (dimensional) λ in a consistent manner, regardless of problem scale. Through testing, it has been found that selecting a sufficiently small Darcy number (Da ≈ 10 −5 − 10 −6 ) [43] is sufficient to yield nearly impermeable solidified regions. The solution of the optimization problem is obtained with the help of the Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA) [44, 45] . Based on the gradients of the objective and the set of constraints, MMA updates the design field in an iterative fashion. The gradients are obtained by adjoint analysis. After obtaining the state solution, an adjoint system of equations is solved and the gradients of the objective and the constraints are computed with respect to the selected parametrization of the density field. Based on the gradients and the values of the constraints, MMA updates the design. Physically realistic designs require fine spatial resolution, resulting in a large number of degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) for representing the state solution, and high computational cost. Therefore, the state, the adjoint and the optimization solvers are parallelized, following the general strategy outlined in [46, 47] , in order to obtain a final design in a reasonable amount of time.
Apart from the parallel implementation, the main difficulty in the above outlined optimization process is the calculation of the gradients of the objective and the constraints with respect to the parametrization of the material distribution. This calculation represents one of the main novel contributions of the present work. For estimations based on finite differencing, the computational cost scales proportionally to the number of design parameters. Thus, for topology optimization problems, which are characterized by a large number of design variables and relatively small number of constraints, an adjoint-based sensitivity analysis is the preferred approach i.e. for each objective or constraint function only a single state and adjoint solution is necessary to evaluate all sensitivities. Here, a discrete adjoint approach is adopted, where the state problem is first discretized, followed by the evaluation of the objective, the constraints and gradients, utilizing the discrete solution to the state problem. The evaluation of the gradients will now be demonstrated for a generic objective or constraint function C(γ γ γ, U(γ γ γ)). The state solution U(γ γ γ) is required to satisfy the governing equation, which is written in residual form R(γ γ γ, U(γ γ γ)) = 0. The objective function is augmented with the help of a Lagrange multiplier vector λ λ λ, and the Lagrangian function L is written as
For zero residual the Lagrangian coincides with the objective/constraint function. The derivative with respect to design parametrization can be written as
The term dU dγ γ γ is computationally very expensive to evaluate. Thus, to avoid its computation the indicated part of the above equation is set to zero. This requirement provides the adjoint equation for the optimization problem, which is given as
To obtain a Lagrange multiplier vector satisfying the adjoint equation, the final vector of gradients is evaluated as
The adjoint procedure described above is applied to the already-discretized governing equations and a selected function. As this approach operates on the discrete level, where the boundary conditions are already accounted for, it can handle any cost function and governing equation in a robust way. Importantly, calculated sensitivities are always exact for the considered discretization.
Discrete adjoint via automatic differentiation
The Jacobian ∂R ∂U in Equation 23 is not formed explicitly during the state solution. Rather, the forward solution is obtained iteratively using the SIMPLE algorithm [20] . The explicit formation of the Jacobian is an error-prone and tedious task, due to the large number of coupled state fields and applied corrections required to ensure stability of the discretization. Toward this end the presented work utilizes automatic differentiation (AD) in order to simplify, and at the same time allow for, exact gradients in the evaluation [22] .
AD calculates derivatives of a function implemented as a computer code. The basic idea behind AD is the fact that every evaluation of the function can be decomposed to a set of primitive operations which are easy to differentiate. AD keeps track of all primitive operations and calculates the gradient of any complicated function by invoking the chain rule. The calculated derivatives are thus exact to machine precision. Thus, AD should be considered as a tool which simplifies the evaluation of derivatives through software techniques. AD can be implemented though source code transformations [48] or by using operator overloading features of modern programming languages such as C++ and Fortran90 [49, 50] . The advantages and disadvantages of the two approaches, as well as comparison to hand coded adjoints for several topology optimization problems, are discussed in detail in [32] . Topology optimization of turbulent flows AD can differentiate a computer coded function using forward (tangent) and reverse (adjoint) modes. Forward mode provides derivatives in a single direction. Thus, the derivatives of all output variables are computed with respect to only one input variable in one forward sweep. A scalar valued function with n input arguments has to be executed n times for evaluating the gradients in forward mode. On the other hand, reverse mode can be seen as analogous to the discrete adjoint method described in subsection 3.1. The approach calculates the full set of derivatives with respect to all input variables by applying the chain rule from outputs to inputs. Thus, considering a scalar valued function, its gradient vector can be obtained in a single call to a reverse AD routine after a record (a tape) of all primitive operations. The tape records all operations during the forward evaluation of the objective/constraints functions. For a large number of design parameters and long and complex evaluations the memory requirements can become prohibitive, and special check pointing schemes are necessary to avoid excessive use of memory, as well as to reduce the number of repetitive evaluations.
The considered topology optimization problems consist of one or a few constraints and a single objective. Therefore, the natural AD differentiation mode is reverse mode. As the overloading approaches require fewer modifications to the state solution solver, and a preliminary comparison in terms of speed between [50] and [49] did not reveal significant differences, the gradients evaluation was implemented using the Adept: automatic differentiation library [50] . Applying AD directly in the forward solution process combined with the following objective and constraint evaluations would require check pointing and careful organization of the evaluation structure. As the linear algebra and the parallel communication libraries are not aware of the types and the structure of the AD differentiated code, the selected implementation utilizes AD selectively only for local operations. The exact process consists in forming a Jacobian, the right hand side of the adjoint equation, and finally evaluating the gradients using Equation 24.
Implementation of residual vector functions
The developed incompressible Navier-Stokes solver utilizes a collocated (cell-centered) grid arrangement. Linearization of the governing equations results in additional variables, in the form of face fluxes, which are introduced and stored in the cell face centers. Due to the iterative nature of the forward algorithm, calculating face fluxes from the interpolated face velocities does not satisfy the momentum residuals at convergence, i.e. during the iteration sequence, residuals are satisfied through both convected (nodal) and convecting (face flux) velocities. For a hexagonal cell the number of state variables is 12. These include the face fluxes and the state variables for the k-ω turbulence model. The inclusion of the SA model in the adjoint analysis follows the same steps as for the k-ω model, hence its presentation is omitted here for brevity.
The residual and the state vectors for the discrete model are given as
where N e is the total number of cells in the domain. u 1 , u 2 and u 3 denote the vectors of velocity components and f i is the vector of face fluxes with i = 1, · · · , 6 for a hexagonal cell. Residual calculations of the velocity components (R u1 , R u2 , R u3 ) and turbulence model variables (R k , R ω ) are easily differentiated, as for each cell, they reflect the governing equations and the transport equations for k and ω. The generic explicit discrete form of these equations is given for a single cell as
where φ stands for any variable other than pressure and fluxes (for more details see Appendix A). The pressure residual is obtained from the iterative procedure and at convergence p l ≈ p l−1 , where the superscipt indicates the iteration stage. Thus, a residual for the pressure can be derived from its correction, 
where F * is calculated as in equation B.9. In the SIMPLE algorithm, the pressure correction is zero at convergence (p ≈ 0), therefore in the adjoint solver it is not necessary to declare the pressure correction as an independent variable, and it is hence set to zero for differentiation. With the above modification (taking out the terms with pressure correction) the residual for the pressure is calculated as
Residual functions for fluxes are derived from their correction, Equation B.14, using the fact that p ≈ 0
where subscript i denotes the face number. All of the above residual functions are implemented in a cell-wise manner. The derivative of the residual vector with respect to the state variables will be different than zero only for indices of state variables corresponding to a limited number of cells located around the considered cell. Taking into account all convective and diffusive schemes employed for the discretization, the stencil width for each row in the Jacobian is up to 33 for 3D, and up to 13 for 2D, problems.
Assembly of Jacobian matrices
Efficient calculation of the Jacobian matrices ∂R ∂U , ∂R ∂γ γ γ is crucial to yield good performance in the discrete adjoint solver. To this end, instead of directly computing the Jacobian matrices (by differentiating the whole residual vector), the implemented single-output residual functions are differentiated in an element loop. Thus, for each residual function, a row in the Jacobian is obtained through AD. This approach is beneficial, not only in term of memory requirements, but also for parallel calculation, as all differentiations are performed locally without the need of any parallel communications.
Active input variables are accompanied by a map structure containing the local and global indices of the current stencil. Thus, the calculated gradients are assembled directly into the global matrix. Algorithm 1 illustrates the general steps taken to differentiate the residual functions and assemble the Jacobian matrix. 
Algorithm 1 Jacobian assembly
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In the above algorithm N R is the number of residuals per cell. For a hexahedron and the k-ω turbulence model N R = 12. After differentiation and assembly, the Jacobian matrix has the following form:
. . .
Each block, i.e. R u2 u3 , in the matrix has size N e × N e where the subscripts define with respect to which variable the differentiation is done. The Jacobian has a highly sparse structure which is exploited in terms of storage. As can be seen from Equation 23 and Equation 24 , the adjoint equation requires the transpose of the matrix. In order to avoid the transpose operation on the assembled system, the assembly is therefore performed directly on the transposed matrix.
Assembly of gradient vectors
Gradient vectors in the adjoint equation are solely based on the differentiation of the cost function C(γ γ γ, U(γ γ γ)) with respect to either the design variables γ γ γ or state variables U. For any scalar valued cost function, first an overloaded version is implemented, where the active inputs have size corresponding to the number of elements. After recording the call to the overloaded objective function, gradients are computed and then extracted in an element loop. The process is demonstrated in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Gradient vector assembly
Initialize active input variables (u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , p, ..) Start new recording Call overloaded objective function Reverse sweep on the recording for Element n i , i = 1, ..., N e do Extract the gradients Insert the gradients into the corresponding vectors end for Resulting vectors with sizes of:
Adjoint solution method
The assembled adjoint equation is given as
The solution can be obtained by a direct factorization method, though such an approach does not scale well for large problems. Thus, an iterative solution technique would be preferable. The robustness of these solvers is controlled by the supplied preconditioners. Here the GMRES iterative method implemented in the PETSc library, in combination with a SIMPLER-like preconditioning scheme, ensures rapid convergence. Following the same idea behind the implemented forward flow solver, where pressure-velocity coupling has been dealt with by employing the SIMPLE algorithm, a similar preconditioner is set-up for the dual velocity-pressure ). Coupling to the rest of the system (adjoint fluxes and turbulent variables) is ignored, and block-wise preconditioning is implemented for these remaining adjoint variables. Hence, the following equation is considered
where each sub-block can be written as
The approximate Schur complement matrix is calculated as
where,Ã 11 is a diagonal matrix, whose entries are the diagonal part of the A 11 . With the matrices defined above, the following steps define the application of the preconditioner on a vector r * u , r * p with the resulting vector (r u , r p )
which follows closely the steps in the SIMPLER preconditioner [51, 52] . Unlike utilizing SIMPLE-type methods as iterative solvers, above operations (Eqs. 36 to 41) are applied for preconditioning GMRES iterative solvers.
Objective and constraint functions
In the following examples the selected objective corresponds to volume-based power dissipation. An expression for power dissipation stems from the energy equation, and can be derived with the scalar multiplication of the momentum equations and the velocity vector. Taking into account the extra body force acting on the momentum equation due to the added penalization term, volume-based power dissipation is given as
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where ∆V i and γ i are respectively the cell volume and design variable of the ith cell, V is the total volume of the design domain, and f is the prescribed fluid volume fraction. For flow manifold optimization problems (subsection 6.2 and subsection 6.3) multiple outlets are constrained, such that specified mass flow rates across the outputs are obtained. The flux constraints are formulated as
where m is the number of constrained outlets, F in is the fixed inlet flow rate calculated at the input boundary, q i is the desired mass flux fraction at outlet i, and is the tolerance on the flux constraint. A tight tolerance corresponding to = 1 × 10 −4 is utilized. It should be noted that, in terms of implementation, the above flux constraint g 2 is a function of face flux F , which is a state variable. Hence, for each constrained outlet, an adjoint equation has to be solved in order to calculate the gradient of the constraint in Equation 44 with respect to the design variables. For every adjoint equation, AD is utilized only in the formation of the gradient vector 
Gradient calculation

Sensitivity verification in a channel bend problem
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The design domain, which coincides with the computational domain, is initialized with fluid only, i.e. γ = 1 is set everywhere in the domain. The interpolation function, Equation 19 , is utilized in computing the Brinkman penalization with curvature parameter q = 0.1 and penalization parameter λ = 10 3 s −1 . The finite difference approximation for an arbitrary cell is obtained as
Thus, for each cell, two forward solutions are necessary for estimating the gradients of the selected objective by the central finite difference scheme. The step size is selected to be ∆h = 10 −6 . Simulations using both the SA and k-ω turbulence models have been performed. It should be stressed that throughout the present work the dependence of the distance function in the SA turbulence model on the design variables is neglected in the differentiation. The effect of this simplification on the calculated sensitivities with the adjoint SA model is illustrated in the Figure 6 . For the selected verification case, the design domain is occupied only by fluid, and the distance function is not penalized. This allows for direct comparison between the gradients evaluated by finite difference and the AD adjoint for the SA model. Table 1 and Table 2 provide comparisons of calculated sensitivities at randomly selected cells in the computational domain, using finite difference, full turbulence adjoint, and a frozen turbulence model. As can be seen, the estimated sensitivities agree well between the finite difference and the adjoint evaluations. As expected, utilizing a frozen turbulence assumption results in inconsistent sensitivities. Furthermore, the frozen turbulence assumption is seen to sometimes result in gradients having opposite sign, which would lead to anti-optimization steps! This effect is demonstrated in Figure 3 and Figure 4 , which compare calculated sensitivity fields (with and without the frozen turbulence approximation), utilizing the k-ω and SA turbulence closure models, respectively. Although the sensitivities obtained with frozen turbulence and exact adjoint follow the same general trend, consistent evaluation clearly requires the inclusion of the turbulence model variables in the gradient evaluation. A detailed comparison can be further seen in Figure 5 , where, the gradients along a line connecting the lower left corner to the upper right corner of the computational domain are presented in a one dimensional plot. Similar conclusions can be drawn from Figure 6 , which depicts the sensitivities along the line (x,0.5). 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63 15 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63 The distance function in the SA turbulence model accounts for changes in the topology of the design by penalization techniques. However, in the adjoint analysis this dependence is neglected. As demonstrated in Figure 6 , the obtained gradients agree very well with those which have taken into account changes in the topology and been computed by finite difference techniques. As the present work demonstrates optimization using exact gradients for the k-ω turbulence model, further investigations on the effect of this simplifying assumption in the SA model are left for future studies.
Topology optimization of turbulent flow examples
In this section the proposed sensitivity adjoint analysis will be utilized directly within several topology optimization examples. The first will consider detailed comparisons between designs obtained under the frozen turbulence assumption and with numerically exact gradients. The effect of different parameters will likewise be studied in detail. Finally, comparison to baseline designs will demonstrate the advantage of topology optimized solutions. The final examples, involving 2D and 3D manifold designs, will demonstrate the applicability of the presented techniques to more complex, and computationally intensive, problems.
2D U-bend
The first example considers the optimal configuration of a 2D U-bend, utilizing both k-ω and SA turbulence models. The objective is given by Equation 42, i.e. the aim is to minimize the energy dissipation in a 2D channel. The effect of the frozen turbulence assumption on the final design will be investigated by comparing against the full-turbulence (numerically exact gradients) solutions. Moreover, the obtained designs will be further assessed by comparing the performance of body-fitted meshes and a baseline U-bend channel. The problem setup and domain boundaries can be seen in the definition sketch, Figure 7 , where, the geometry is scaled with the half-inlet channel height H. The Reynolds number in the considered optimization problem is Re = U b H/ν = 5 × 10 3 , where U b is again the bulk velocity. Table 3 lists the properties utilized in the simulation. The considered optimization parameters are likewise shown in Table 4 .
0.1 0.01 1.5 − 14 0.30 Table 4 : Parameter settings in the topology optimization of the 2D U-bend problem.
The total number of optimization cycles in the simulation is set to 500. During the optimization cycle, the projection parameter β is increased by a factor 1.5, starting from β = 1.5, after every 50 iterations. During the last 100 iterations, it is fixed at β = 14 which results in a relatively sharp interface between solid and fluid regions. The convergence history of the optimization process with the k-ω turbulence model is shown in Figure 8 . Once the volume constraint is satisfied, the objective value starts decreasing monotonically.
The obtained topologies with both k-ω and SA turbulence models, including comparison of designs obtained under a frozen turbulence assumption, are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 . Even though the frozen turbulence assumption results in inconsistent sensitivities, the objective functions C for the obtained designs are very close to those obtained using exact sensitivities, in this example. This is due to the confinement of the losses in the immediate vicinity of the solid/fluid boundary and to the similar length of these inter-phase boundaries. For faster flows and more confined boundary layers it might be necessary to use logarithmic transformation of the objective in order to reflect the nature of the problem on the design topology. In the current setup, a smooth curved topology is necessary to decrease the pressure difference between the entrance and outlet sections. This appears due to high inertial effects, and is clearly observed in the designs obtained with consistent sensitivities. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63 A cross check demonstrating the optimality of the obtained full turbulence designs is presented in Table 5 . This demonstrates that the turbulence model is reflected exactly in the optimization process, and further improvement of the design performance can, in principal, only be obtained by further improving the ability of the models to describe the physical flow within the system. k-ω Design SA design k-ω Sim. 0.00535394 0.00615163 SA Sim. 0.0100847 0.00989088 Table 5 : Cross check of the optimized designs from the k-ω and SA turbulence models for the 2D U-bend problem. The blue color indicates that a specific design outperforms all others for the corresponding physical models utilized in the optimization.
The performance gain of the optimized designs with respect to a reference design, both using a body fitted mesh, is demonstrated in Table 6 and Table 7 . The body fitted profiles, shown in Figure 11 , are obtained using the threshold η = 0.5. The inlet and the outlet in the simulations have been extended sufficiently in order to allow for fully-developed turbulent profiles to enter in the design domain, and to avoid back flow in the computational domain. Power dissipation objective values are calculated only in the 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 Dilgen et al.
Topology optimization of turbulent flows design domain, corresponding to the section of the optimized pipes given in Figure 11 . Unstructured meshes are utilized in the simulations. For the boundary layers the distance (in dimensionless wall units) from the first cell center to the wall is kept well below unity.
The estimated performances clearly demonstrate the advantage of utilizing consistent sensitivity analysis in the optimization process. Designs obtained under a frozen turbulence assumption possess sharper corners and connections. Although, all optimized designs exhibit significant improvements over the baseline, in both tables the (two-equation) k-ω full turbulence design achieves the largest improvement (in percentage gain over the baseline). The worst of the optimized designs is that obtained with (one-equation) SA model using a frozen turbulence assumption. Table 7 : Performance comparison in the 2D U-bend problem of different optimized designs to the baseline model. The SA turbulence model and body fitted mesh are employed for simulating the responses.
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found to be smaller than those computed with Brinkman penalization. The main reasons for this difference are the existence of the gray transition regions between the solid/fluid phases and the mesh resolution utilized for the optimization, which is y + ≈ 10. For further investigation, the converge of the penalized model to the body fitted one for increasing penalization is demonstrated in Figure 12 . The simulations are performed with the k-ω turbulence model and the penalization coefficients are obtained with increasing projection level, which brings the topology optimized solution near to a crisp 1-0 design. The convergence trend can be clearly observed and the predicted power dissipation agrees on the first significant digit to the body-fitted result for a near crisp 1-0 design. It should be stressed that for sharper transitions a refinement of the mesh around the transition region would be necessary in order to have a further agreement with the body fitted model. However, it is not presently computationally feasible to refine the optimization mesh to use a resolution of y + ≈ 1. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 Finally, comparisons of forward solutions of the optimized design with the k-ω model and of the baseline design are presented in Figure 13 and Figure 14 . The pressure distribution demonstrates that the pressure difference between the inlet and the outlet is greatly reduced for the optimized case. The reason for the high performance gain can be explained by closely examining the flow separation presented in Figure 14 , which is the main source of power dissipation.
2D flow manifold
The second example considers the optimization of a 2D flow manifold. The objective is to minimize the power dissipation calculated using Equation 42 and restrict the mass flux at the outlets. The setup is shown in Figure 15 . The k-ω turbulence model is utilized in the computations. The parameters utilized in the simulations and the optimization process are shown in Table 8 and Table 9 . The Reynolds number is Re = 3500 and is again defined using the half inlet channel height H and the bulk velocity U b . Fully developed turbulence profiles are set for the stream-wise velocity, turbulent kinetic energy k and the specific dissipation rate ω at the inlet. During the optimization process, the projection parameter β is increased in the same manner as in subsection 6.1. 
0.1 0.028 1.5 − 14 0.43 Table 9 : Parameter settings in the topology optimization of the 2D flow manifold problem . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 Dilgen et al. Topology optimization of turbulent flows The optimized topology is shown in Figure 16 . The resulting velocity and the kinetic energy distribution are shown in Figure 17 . The diameter of the inner flow channels is smaller than the outlets. The optimization procedure links the inner network of channels to the outlets by minimizing the power dissipation and distributing material only in the design domain. The geometry of the outlets is fixed using Brinkman penalization, which results in rough jumps at the connection between the inner channels and the outlets. In order to ensure smooth transition a prescribed set of boundary conditions are enforced on the topology during the PDE filtering step [53] . These do not require any changes in the optimization setup, and can provide computationally cheap enforcement of topological features, accounting for physical characteristics, design, and manufacturing constraints not taken into account by the model. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 
3D flow manifold
The final example considers topology optimization of a 3D manifold, as depicted in Figure 18 . The aim of this example is to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed techniques on a real 3D large-scale problem. The k-ω turbulence model is utilized in the optimization. The computational domain is scaled with the input pipe radius H. The inlet length is 4H and the outlets are 8H. The design domain is a cube with dimensions 10H × 10H × 10H. A fully developed turbulent pipe flow profile is mapped at the inlet boundary for the stream-wise velocity and turbulence model variables. The Reynolds number considered corresponds to Re = U b H/ν = 3500, where U b is the bulk inlet velocity. Flow properties corresponding to the turbulent pipe inlet are presented in Table 10 . The optimization parameters are likewise specified in Table 11 . The optimized design is shown in Figure 19 .
The problem is discretized using 1.3M cells, corresponding to 16M DOFs for the forward and the adjoint solutions. Every optimization step requires one forward solution and four adjoint solutions (one for the objective function and three for the constraints). The optimized design, presented in Figure 19 , is obtained overnight after 200 iteration on 400 CPU cores (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v2 @ 2.80GHz). The projection parameter β is multiplied by 1.5 every 20 iteration with a maximum value of 8. The design domain at the initial optimization step is filled with fluid only. Similar to other large scale problems reported in the literature [41, 46, 47] , most of the computational time is spent in solving the forward and the adjoint problems. The forward problem is solved iteratively using the SIMPLE algorithm. During the first several optimization iterations the topology changes significantly. Once the rough shape of the design is fixed during the initial optimization steps, the following designs are obtained by small incremental changes, mainly on the boundaries of the fluid/solid interface. These incremental changes lead to small changes of the fluid velocity and pressure distribution fields, thus requiring significantly fewer iterations. The same behavior can be observed in the adjoint solution. Thus, the computational cost 25 Dilgen et al.
Topology optimization of turbulent flows per optimization step, initially requiring 500-800 iterations for solving the forward and adjoint problems, decreases significantly towards the end of the optimization process, resulting in 25 to 50 forward and adjoint iterations. The actual iteration time is often lower than the time required for assembling the problem. These numbers demonstrate some of the advantages of the proposed schemes in terms of computational time. Furthermore, the proposed adjoint and forward algorithms are scalable. The only serial step is the construction (the action on a vector) of the Schur complement matrix given by Equation 35 . Thus, larger problems can be easily optimized, provided that the implementation addresses efficiently the construction of the adjoint preconditioner.
Conclusions
The article demonstrates the application of Automatic Differentiation (AD) for obtaining exact sensitivities of 2D and 3D large scale turbulent flow topology optimization problems. Easy accommodation of new physics and turbulence closure models is achieved with minimal implementation effort. The developed methodology demonstrates a solution of the complex bookkeeping problem for coupled problems. The proposed adjoint solution provides a scalable and computationally cheap procedure for gradient analysis. It is shown that exact discrete gradients can differ significantly from those computed under a simplifying frozen turbulence assumption, confirming similar observations in the literature [16] . Optimized results are obtained using two different models for turbulence closure, corresponding to the one-equation Spalart-Allmeras model and the two-equation k-ω model. The optimized designs without any simplifying assumptions in the derivation of discrete adjoints outperform those optimized under a frozen turbulence assumption.
It should be pointed out that improved preconditioners are necessary for more robust behavior and even lower computational cost. Future research is required to demonstrate the applicability of the methodology to coupled fluid-heat transfer problems and more complex multiphysics. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 Dilgen et al.
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Topology optimization of turbulent flows
The discretization procedure is demonstrated for a standard transport equation. All variables are stored in cell centers (collocated grid arrangement). The fluxes are derived through a linearization procedure, and are stored in cell face centers. Figure A.20 illustrates two neighboring cells, where d is the vector connecting the cell centers P and N . A is the normal area vector of the common face f , pointing outwards from the current cell P . A generic scalar transport equation for the scalar variable φ is given below in vector notation, where the discretization of all spatial terms is presented.
After integrating over a cell, and applying the Gauss divergence theorem, the following discrete form of the above transport equation is obtained:
where surface integrals are realized as a sum over all faces of a cell, volume integrals are approximated as V dV = ∆V , and a new variable, corresponding to the face flux F , is introduced and lagged by an iteration
The calculation of F is based on weighted linear interpolation of nodal velocities u between two neighboring cell centers (P and N in Figure A .20) . Although linear interpolation is second-order accurate [56] , it is not bounded. Hence, using the same strategy for the calculation of φ f results in non-physical oscillatory solutions for convection dominated flows. In order to ensure oscillation-free solutions, while still preserving second order accuracy, TVD (total variation diminishing) schemes are employed here. The convective term is written as [57] 
where r is the ratio of the upwind to the downwind gradient, ψ(r) is a limiter function that resides in the TVD monotonicity region, and subscripts U and D represent upwind and downwind cells, respectively. Selection of these cells is done based on the direction of the flow (the sign of the face flux F ) between two neighboring cells (P and N in Figure A .20) . The present work adopts a modified ratio r for unstructured grids [58] 
and the SUPERBEE limiter [59] is utilized for the function ψ(r) which reads
It should be noted that, to improve numerical stability, the first term on the right hand side of the Equation A.4 is treated implicitly, while the second term is calculated explicitly and added to the source in a deferred correction manner. The calculation of the diffusive fluxes needs attention due the non-orthogonality of the cells. They are corrected with the help of the over-relaxed approach proposed by [60] to ensure second-order accuracy. 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 Dilgen et al.
The orthogonal part is treated implicitly, whereas the non-orthogonal part is calculated explicitly from the previous iteration as a correction and added to the source. A d represents the parallel part of A to d which is given as
The non-orthogonal part A r is defined as the difference between the area vector and the orthogonal contribution A r = A − A d . The explicit calculation of ∇φ f in the non-orthogonal correction is done by first approximating the gradient at the cell center through the Gauss theorem as
The resulting cell center gradients are then interpolated to the cell faces through weighted linear interpolation.
The final discrete form of the transport equation can be written as
The implementation details for momentum, pressure correction, and turbulence model equations are presented in Appendix B . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 Dilgen et al.
Here S P represents the source contributions, arising from the discretization of convective and diffusive terms (explicitly treated terms in the Equations A.4 and A.7). In order to improve the convergence properties and the diagonal dominance of the system matrix, implicit under-relaxation is applied to the solution of the momentum equations as
The discretized form of the continuity equation, given in Equation 1, reads
Due to the collocated storage of velocities and pressure at cell centers, Rhie-Chow interpolation [61] is applied on the face fluxes before deriving the pressure correction equation, which directly links the face fluxes to the driving pressure difference across faces.
In the above e = d |d| is the unit vector in the direction of the central vector. It should be stressed that F * is based on the a solution of the momentum equations, and does not satisfy the continuity Equation B.8. Hence, it needs a correction to satisfy the divergence free condition. Thus, defining a flux correction in accordance with [62] results in the following discrete continuity equation
where the flux correction F is defined as [20] :
Substituting the flux correction F into the discrete continuity equation, Equation B.10, yields the pressure correction equation with a source of mass imbalance, written here in generic form as
where S P is the possible source contribution due to the diffusion discretization. The mass imbalance f F * approaches zero at convergence. With the help of the pressure correction p , nodal velocities and pressures are obtained as
where α p is the under-relaxation factor for pressure. Continuity is strictly enforced on the face fluxes F at each SIMPLE iteration following the solution of the pressure correction
Considering the two-equation k-ω turbulence model, the terms on the right hand side of Equation B.15 require special attention
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In order to preserve the positiveness of the solution and increase the numerical stability of RANS models, the positive terms (production) on the right hand side are treated explicitly, while the negative terms (dissipation) are treated implicitly. The total contribution to the central coefficient and source due to the production and dissipation terms in the k equation are given as For the momentum equations and turbulence transport equations, residuals are checked against a prescribed tolerance as:
where φ stands for any state variable, before solving the discrete system of equations. If the norm of the residual is smaller than the prescribed tolerance, then the solution from the previous iteration is considered to be sufficient for the discrete system defined by the newly updated coefficients. For the pressure correction p , mass imbalance is considered for the convergence criteria (the source term of the pressure correction) Equation B.12)
Overall steps involved in the SIMPLE algorithm can be found in [20, 56, 57] . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 The focus in this Appendix is on the simulation of turbulent flow in an asymmetric plane diffuser (BuiceEaton diffuser [63] ) for validation of the developed RANS solver. The general setup is shown in Figure C .21. The dimensions are scaled with the channel height H. The computational domain does not contain any sharp edges around the starting and ending sections of the diffuser ramp. A detailed description of the geometry can be found on the website provided by NASA [64] . Table C .12 presents the utilized relevant parameters for defining the simulation. In the experiment made by [63] , the Reynolds number is defined using the upstream channel center line velocity (U cl = 1.14U b ) and channel height H, which results in Re cl = 2 × 10 4 . The computational grid consists of 66080 hexahedral cells. The mesh is clustered towards the walls such that the average value of the distance from the first cell center to the wall ensures that y + ≈ 1 for both upper and lower walls. [63] .
Both turbulence models are tested, and both perform well near the inlet of the diffuser (location x/H = −6 in Figure C.22) , where a fully developed turbulent channel flow profile can be clearly observed. In the 31 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 Dilgen et al.
Topology optimization of turbulent flows diffuser ramp section (locations x/H = 6, 14, 20) flow separation occurs due to adverse pressure gradients.
The k-ω model slightly outperforms the SA model, based on the measured mean velocity profiles. This result is expected, as the k-ω model is known to perform well in adverse pressure gradient flow cases. In the outlet (locations x/H = 30 and 40, both models predict similar velocity profiles, generally matching the measurements, though with small differences at location x/H = 40. Overall, the velocity profiles predicted with both models exhibit fine agreement with the experimental data at the presented locations of the diffuser. 
